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LOUIS, HILDEkARDE AND MARY

A COMPARATIVE STUDY IN It FANT BILINGUALISM

ntroduction

'Recent studies,in developmen
ded to our knowledge of the manner

his native language. Studies in level
d in them, credit has been given to

inguist, i.e. the child is able to take

I psychplinguistics have.
7.

in which a child acquires
'ping grammars abound
he child's ability as
ata in the form of the

language that he hears and, analyze it in such a manner that he
is finally able 'to understand and use correctly the grammar of
the language to which he is exposed. There remain, however,
many unanswered questions as to how the child goes about
this task, what innate knowledge he brings to bear on this task,

a

and what he must learn before learning the' language.
Another field of current scientific interest is that of

bilingualism and the ability,or the inability of the bilingual

individual to separate his two languages. l' Studies of the

language systems of the bilingual individual include considera-
tions of both the independence and the interdependence of the

two systems. In much of the literature on bilingualism the
subject unAr sideration is the bilingual child. Implicit

in most studies of bi gual children is the notion that a child

has b, first 1

tudie of bilingualism nd studies f child language

acqUisitiont,q)4 together in an in resting y in the study

age a econd language.



of infants who have been 'exposed to tw languages since the
pre-speech period, the bilingtial infants ho become bilingual
Children:. Such children may be considered to have two native
languages: Confronted with the necessity for learning two
language systems, how does the child go about differentiating
and learning these two languages? There are those who say
that he does not. Some Would claim that the, child who has
learned two languages simultan ously is a confusedndividual
who never masters either language; that he is the epitomy of
the compound bilingual:who has one,language system with

two modes. of expression both of which are interdependent.
bSuch a model, however, has never been shown .to exist on the
basis of empirical evidence in the study of bilingual individuals.
Since children in bilingual communities the world over) do suc-

cessfully learn two languages simultaneously and do function
appropriately in sociolinguistic settings requiring the use of

one or, the other language, perhaps the child does differentiate
and distinguish his two languages at an early age. This is an
empir'ical question and assuming .a at the Child's linguistic

ability \does indeed include the ability to acquire two native
languages, then we need to go further and pose theoretical
questions\related to the child's language learning ability
based on the evidence of his ea.rly bilingtialism.

Problematic in all studies of bilingualism is the def-
inition of the term. It is necessary to define, for each purpose
the class, pf bilinguals which will be included in the study an



each.definition usually turns out to be vague. In this case also

the class of bilingual infahts will be defined by Vague parameters.
Conditions considered necessary for the infantto learn

two languages simultaneously are those which exposehim to both.

langUages in a natural situation. It is premature to be explicit
as to quantity and q,uality of that exposure, since no one is cer-
tain ad, yet of the relationship between language learning by the
rnonolirirl child and the quantity and quality of language in .

hi gui4c environment. In the absence of a definitive level

of exposure necessary for the simultaneous acquisition of two

languages, the bilingual infant will be defined as one who is

exposed to two languages in such a way that he learns both df

them. In a bilingual community it may be that both parents are
bilingual, or it may be that there are monolingual speakers of
both languags in the child's community. The community of

the ant includes parents, older siblings, extended family,

,or any Other charged with the care of the child The older child

may Also be part of a larger community which includes friends

of the family, playmates, and other inhabitants of a wider

community. The older child's linguistic envirOnment includes

language from these people as well as from communication Media

such as radio and television. r"'

For the first two years, however, With the purpose of

setting limits on the child's corrtunity, that\community will

be considered to consist of those who are at One \time or another

his caretakers and companions, in uding, bu\t n t limited to,

parents, siblings, baby sitters, and embers of e extended

6



-
family. It is from these 'that the child receives the language
input of the first two years which constitutes'tht data that he
use to construct his emerging grammar. It is a mistake to
equate the terms 'native 4inguage' and 'mother tongue'', for
the term. 'mother tongue' implies that the mothe\ris 'the sole

caretaker of the child and the chief source of language input
, 4

to the child. In many cases this may be true. In other cases,
however, especially in cultures where the extended family
also assumes responsibility for the care of the child, 'mother
tongue' may be a misnomer. Bilingual infants, therefore,
Will be those who receive om their linguistic environment
some reasonable extent of xposure to two ,languages. Such

situations are considere to arise naturally in bilingual

countries or in language conts7aCsfettings. These will be

designated here as natural bilingual situations.
Bilingual communities for the infant may be created

0by the conscious decision of a parent or caretaker of the child
to speak only one language to thelhild, although that person
is bilingual and the larger community is monolingual in the

other language. These will be referred to as artificially
o

created bilingual situations. There is also a. sort of middle
ground where, within a monolingual la e community, one
of the child's caretakers is a.monolingua speaker of another

language. In this case, however, the chi d's \bilingual en-
viro ment is more nearly anatural one then one that is'arti----

\h. ally created.

dio



Perhaps because Of the theoretical complications in- .
volved, perhaps because so little is known about th language

acquisition process in one language, there is g pauCity .4 data

on the language acquisition process of bilingual infants, The

two best known longitudinal studies are those by Ronjat (1913)

and Leopold (l939). There are several anecdotal accounts
discussed in shorter ,papers, including Burling (1973), Tabouret-

Keller (1962), Slobin (1973) and Irnedadze (1960). For the past
three years data.has beericollected by this investigator from a

--child being raised in a bilingual environment. In this paper
therecently collected data will be compared with certain aspects
of the data available in the two longitudinal studies by Ronjat

and Leopold. It is not the purpose of this paper to assert defini-
tive answers, but rather to see whether genelializations are
possible about,the process of simultaneous language acquisition

on the basis of datavailable. If, on the basis 'of-preliminary
observations generalizations are possible, it should also be
possible to propose hypotheses which can be tested using the

methodology; and techniques of modern developmental.psypho-

linguistics.

The Bilingual Children
lb

As was noted above, bilingual situations vary greatly.

Before discussing the data from the bilingual infants, it is

necessary to set forth the type of bilingual situation that each'

child was exposed to and note ciiffdrences and similarities in

8
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those i g, s tic e ironments, as well as to note the type of
dat ilable f r each child. It will be necessary later to

efer to those li guistic environments to accbunt for differ-
ences in bilingual developm.ent. The three children, one boy

,and two'giris, are Louis, Hildegarde, and Mary. Placed in
bilingual linguistic' environments, they have obliged us by doing

what was expected of them --- they learned two languages.
Louis was born July 20, 1908, at Vienne sur Rhone in

the south of France. His father, Jules Ronjat, decided to study
the language development of his child, deciding at the same time
that the child should be bilingual. He was advised to use the
"one person, one language", method, With himself always
addressing the child if. French and the mother in German. In
terms of the bilingual situation, Louis' community was a natural

bilingual one. There were servants in the household who s poke

both languages. For the first 20 months of his life, the only

persons in his immediate environmVnt who spoke French were

his father and his father's relatives when they came to visit.

His rse was monolingual German speaking and his mother

always spoke German to him, her native language. Heals() °

visited.with is mother's family wlio spoke German. At 1;8 he

spoke more German than French. Ronjat notes that hehimself

corrected Louis when he put German words in his French phrases,

but that his mother di d notido so When he put French words in

his German phras,es --- indeed, it was hardly necessary because

it almost never happended. F. eight weeks, between the ages

9



of 1;10 and 2;2, Louis visited with his father's relatives who
all spoke French. A,/` that time the child's two languages began

to equalize, and at 2;9, he wap using French words in German
sentences, and seldom the reverse. When,, at 3;7 months,
Louis was visited by his German speaking grandmother and aunt,
his languages again equalized,. At 3;9 months he began playing

with his bilingual friend Addi, whose parents, though bilingual,
spoke German with each other, unless in the presence of someone
who did not speak German. He and Addi began by speaking French,

then used both languages, and finalljr, played together entirely
in German, except in the presence of another child who did not
speak that language. Ronjat notes that at that time Louis' mono,
logues were in ether French or German, depending upon the

-,,
subject of the Monologue and the presence of a French or German
speaker within hearing. His imaginary friend Charles, however,
spoke only French. Of the three children coilsidered. here, the
case of Louis is by far the most satisfactaky for two reasons;

r- 1) His bilingual community was indeed that and not a special one

created for a particular situation, excetit for the decision that
- .

his mother was to use only German with him and his father only
French. Even that decision Was based on the idea that each

parent Would speak to the child in his/own native language.

2) Ronjaffollows Louis' progress carefully throu h the first

four years of his life and compares his prog4ress ith tha

other bilingual children and with that of monolingual children,

A.

of both languages.

10
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IT ldegarde was the daughter of 'Werner Leopold, linguist

and professor of German at Evanston, Illinois. She was born

,Tuly'3, 1

parents s
language.

German,,

English s
to her in
"certain
p. 13) W
a visit wi
to her in

;first wor s were G
'unere'rstoo Engli when they began the trip, it was necessary

30, in. Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Both Hildegarde's
oke German, although only to her father was it a native
In the home, it was he who spoke to Hildegarde in

all the rest of the child's norwl community being
eaking. Leopold notes that although her mother 6 poke
nglish, there was a tendency for the mother to use
erman words which the child had learned". (Vol. /II,
en Hildegarde was 11 months old, the family weITor

h relatives in Germany. There, her mother spoke

erman. Consequently, when she began speaking, her

rman. Leopold notes that although she hdd

for her to rn" English on their return.. Except for that

visit, Hil ega de's environment was predominantly Engliih-

speaking ith ,her father proZing the only input of German.

Even frie ds who zpoke German would English with

on finding t het' dominant language. When she was rive ears

2,14fthe fa ily again went to , this time for a s -month

period. D ring this time, Hil garde was exposed only to

German a d became German dozinant. On returning to the

United Stales, she required several' days to again become com-

fortable s eaking English. From that time, Leopold tried to

make Gerrian the language of the home, but without much suc-

cess since the larger community was monolingual English

speaking 911d Hildegarde's mother preferred to spgak English.



During the period shortly after he, returnkrom Germany,
Leopold noted several instance /where her words were English,
but her pronunciation German. Except for the trips to Germany
which were actually monolingual German experiencfes, Hildegarde
bilingual community was the most nearly artificial f the three, ,
In essence, the source of her German was her fath' r with. the

exceptions noted above In terms of aTsttidy in bilingual ClevErlop-

ment, Leopold's study, although intensive, is incomplete. He
accepts as data only those utterances which he himself has heard.
Thus, differentiation in language usage due to soci situation is

not noted. He follbrws her progress very, closely /p to the age of
,-two years. Beyond that, his rotes are kept in,diary.form, and

,often are notations of ill formed sentences
sentences. Rather than giving the child credit for the incredible,
accomplishment of learning German with,only.the one model). he

sometimes seems tb 4)1de her for not being able to speak a m--

ther than correct .

(

plete adult ve n of the language from the beginning. His d ata
.

are reliable; h commentaries on the data are Often without

foundation. , -
,

Mary is my own daughter, born January 10, 1972, in
Escondido, California. My decision to raise her as a bilingual
was b sed on my experience with the bilingual langUageideveloP=

.ment i my two olde daii.ghters. A though"I am Fluent in Spanish,

I tend not to speakit urfless I am wit 'someone Who speaks little
,-

for no English. 'Tiler fore, 'wen I started my graduate studies -

in linguistics, I inv ted m riend, frorn"Hermosillo; Mexico to.



with us.: d look after the childIen, 'especially -..

aMary. esk, Gloy4 <tame Mary was s even o ,thg old. Prior
. .

to that; Ii pted to Spanish with t e baby,. iNt found

that I was to do SO n rIrlan uag not being a part of =

rny-Lingui a.c experience in 8pam .Fo to onthp, while

Gloria was with us; Mary heard a ost equally English and

, Spanish, with Spanish probably predominating slightly. Gloria,

being m,onoringtkal Spanish speaking, used on panish. The ,

older girls and I used both 11nRiages with hez usua y depending

on whether Gloria was with us or not, although, by e time

Mary began speaking,;I became more comfortable usi S 'an
=

with her. Gloria returnedto Mbxico when Iviary was 1;6, a:

the following farlhired a monolingual Spanish-speaking' baby
'Sitter. Except for another-two months during her third' summers

'a liVe-in baby sitter basabeen Bary's chief source of Spanish

language input. He der 'sisteirs and I lso use Spanis h with;
A!'

her ocasionally, and she has books a records ,in S nish.

- There 'is a lsilingkial Spanish-English c mmunitY in Escondido,

'and alt ough we are not a part, pf it we are acquainted with many

ofthe members of thatcommunity. When we get together,,they
speak to the child in Spanish. One of her older sisters is,3in a

6
bilingual prograila at sc hool., and teachers and friends of that

sister also use &panish with ary. In terms ,6fjnaturalness of
^

exposuie and equality between, the two languages,, Mary falls =.

somewhere in between Hildegarde and Louis, She is English

dominant, and her languageddevelopme3s t iriEnglish is advanced '

13
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for'her age. lier Spanish, however, is

PIO

also fluent', although her
level of development is no the same as that of her_English. .Juistiu
kication of these estimates of er fluency in each language will be
made later. The data rrorm. Mary consists of- notek, kept, by both

Gloria and'me When Mkry, was first beginning to talk; other notes

that I jotted down frOm time' to time as Icnoted particular, examples.

of language development; approximately ten hours of t4,pps which

are only partially transcribed, but which span the period of her ,

development from 1;0 to 3;2;, and one vi%,eotape made when he was
o

3;2, in which she was engaged in an unstructured play session
,

with erson whom she believed to be -xrionolingual Spanish spe4k4.

ing In addition I have written one paper based,on Mary's l,

at the age of 2;2. . .

These then are he three subjects, s2parat&d by tirne_AKI,
0

space,. as well as the 1 guages at:they learried. Are'gener-
..-

alizations -really possible from the experiences iLthreZ such

children? Any patterns of any possible generaliza-
4

dons, should havea certain u. iversal v a/least for,

6

children, learning' languages in =liar linguisdc environments.
On.clo arriinationlof-the ling stic environments of the three

certain imilarides.become exident: ) They share the exper-

iences of. being children f linguist par
Rpnjat calls "les. mi

ts and living in what

tativesli: 2) he language environ-

tnent of each child inc input from at least one sp %aker of

each_language-who was a na wi speaker of that language.

Each child was expected to b

el

Come bilingual and to profit
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by the experience-. 4) Whether or not it had any influence on

the childis speech developpient,_e child was corrected when

he mixed elements of the, two language ther words, language
irrn---as not socially acceptable or linguistically ccepta.ble

All of t1e above factors may needto be taken into con-.
sideration in comparing the language competency of the subjects

`here with that of other bilingual children. It may be, however,

that none of thabove factors really affe4ed the language de-

vekopment of the child. Ir any event, in spite of real and appar-

ent ef. erences in the environments of the children, there appear

to be als 'certain similarities. Obvi usly it will be impossible----
k1/4

at tihis time o say anything about the sp cific languages involved,\ Nq
although in a study of sel)eTal bilingual chi d en\iear 'ng the 'same

two-languaged mwe ight i:1e able 3:e compare differing s ntactic
e

structures within the languages The data from these three children

o, however, -0 oxide us with, insi t into infant)bilingualism and

oxide the basi

fort' r studies'.

for tentative hypoth ea Which can be tested by

Evidence Awareness Of Bilin ual En ironment

One of th= q stions asked by investi ator of bilingtial

infants relates to tha oint at which the child becomes aware

that he is dealing wit language systems. Answers to this

question have m ,6 to as late as 6 or 7 years. For

Mary, I Verieve that thiS\awarenee occurred in the pre-speech 4,

fi

J
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iod,- somewhere before, 11 months. The cause of the disparity
in answers to the question of awareness of'bilingual environment

is probably a lack of definition of th'e term 'a are' and differing
'opinions as to what constitutes evidence of -child's awareness.
Alsoinvolved are differing theories about t e child's tole in the
language acquisition process. In a theory f language aqqutisi-

tion which regards the child as a passive receptacle for langn-
. age, awareness of the two languages would not benecessary for

the development of diebilingual child's two languages. In a
theory which regards the child as an actiye participant in the
language acquisition process, shaping and reshaping successive

roximations of the adult grammar, aware ess.O'f the existence
f systems is basic to the child's ability t construct two

grammars.
Before discussing what is meant by awareness

necessary to determine whether there is evidence
it is

lingual children that there may be awareness,of any systematic
features of speech jin the pre-speech, period. Studies of ono-

liizgual childrenleave sh.Own that before the stage of actual sufeech

production, the child has recognized and' is able to imitate cer-
tain intol(iation' patterns of the adult. (TOnkova-Yampol skaya, Q

1973) Many children go through periods in which they. produce

long strings of unintelligible babbling with the intonation patterns
of the achat language. The child perceives and tries to produce
these suprasegmental features of his language environrrient. One
might say that he is aware of the differing intonation patterns in
the speech he hears.

9
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Part of, the task of the child learning language is to
choose, out of all the spech so nds with which he is bo\m-

,,

barded, just those whiCh a\e.p nemic in the language he is

learning, e. ,which sounds \a., ct ally differentiate meaning

and which sounds are simply a phonic variants of each pther.

In order to do this, the child must\be aware at,some level of
consciousness a both the flow of spe ch and the segmentation
of speech. It may be argued that this knowledge is innate and
that the child does not have to be consc ;i4,1anguage to make

these distinctions. Such an argument again ha \the child as a
\-\

passive recipient rather than an active participant in the langu-age . ""*.,

age learning proCess.
Bloom (1970) has given evidence that the child does in-

deed construct his:grammar in an individual way and that child-
ren's language acquisitions can be considered a series of approxi

.

If orations of the adult grammar. In order to accomplish theicon-
struction of a grammar of any kind, the child must h.ve a cohsc °us-.
ness of language as systematic, rale-governed sequences of

hiorphernes. P.ertirient to this consciousness are those stu ies

which show that the child plays with language, actively c g-_

ing ,it, creating new sequences of wordS' and sounds. ( . Weir,

196a). In order to play with language in this fashioh, he child

must be aware of possibilities in, language and c.rsi tencies an

inconsistencies between his play and the adult systm.
A definition of 'awareness of systematic language' may

be stated as that critical level\of consciousness necessary to

the child for him to begin formulating grammars of the languages

-9/
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that he is learning. This awareness is certainly not linked with
words and does not reflect conscious thought. It may reflect
some interaction of the innate abilities of the child with his

linguistic environment, but if the child is really creating
grammars, then he has an awareness of those facets of language
which are likely candidates to fit into syntactic and semantic/
categories which he, either innately or through having learned,
believes to exist.

Given this definition of awareness of systeatic langu-
age for the monolingual child, what constitutes awareness of
two systems for the bilingual child? Is there any reason to be:-
lieve that, prior to the point where the child begins actively pro-
"ducing intelligible speech, he might be aware of the existence of
two 'systems? Children's early production of adult-like intonation
patterns provides just such evidence. Different languages have
different intonation patterns; children pay close attention to intona-\..
tion patter.ris. Diff!rent languages have different phonological

inventories; 'children pay attention to the phonological inventories
of the laagura-ge they are learning. It is certainly plausible that
a child might recognize that the intonation patterns ana the phono-
logical inventory of certain speakers are different from those of
others. This in itself doe not constitute avkareness of tvvo,,langus
age systems, for certain speakers in the child3s linguistic en-
vironment may speak the same language with different 'accents°.
What i's,clainied, however, is that even in the pre - speech period,

the child raised in a bilingual environment has clues available

18
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which might lead him to conclude that he is dieing exposed to two

systematically different means of communication. No claim is
being made as to the child's understanding at the pre-SPeech
period, it is simply that he pays attention to acoustic featurea
of speech which differ systematically among languages and that

on the, basis of these features he may make preliminary judge-
ments about the languages in his environment.

More so-than in the monolingual child, the syntarctic rules
and the social rules of speech interact in the speech. behavior of

the bilingual child. It is sometimes difficult to make decisions
about the linguistic competence of the child bas,ed on his perform-

,
ance in certain social situations. Just as the child makes mistakes
in developing his grammar, he may make mistakes in developing

oti
sociolinguistic ruled for the use of language. Monolingual children

must learn, for example, that while it *all right to make demands
of and give orders to siblings, one Must use a more respectful
tone of voice and even different syntactic structures when speaking

'with'parents and other adults. The child.,in a bilingual community

must add to this some notion of which language to use with whom,

as well as notions of proper register and speech style in two langu-

ages. In assessing the competence of bilingual children it is im-
porta.nt to keep,,these fatts in mind and be sure that our criteria
for judgement are suited to whatwe wish to judge.

Looking at what might be considered evidence that the

child is aware that there are two languages being used in'his

linguistic environment, we find that both linguistic and socio-

linguistic Deh4vior are involved. At the upper limit, a realistic,



claim is that when the bilingual child is calling his two languages
by name, he is aware of his own bilinguality. This is not to say
that the child'isaware of the parameters of bilinguality, in his
environment .. i.e., he may believe that everyone is bilingual,
or he ay not realize that he is doing anything unusual. He may
realize that certain people in his environment are monol gual
speakers of one or the other language, but not realize that other
speakers have a different pattern of language dominance. Ronjat
gives some amusing anecdotes abou.Louis' reactions to people
who did not fit his expected pattern of language behavior. When
he was 2;3, a friend came to the house who spoke French with a

heavy German accent. Ronjat forgot to tell the friend to use only
German with the 'child, and alone with the child, the friend, spoke

his distorted French mixed with German: Louis was indignant
and it took his parents a whole day and a great deal, of insisting
to con ince the child to sit and chat nicely with the man. About
the sah time, there was a new maid in theirluse, a German

0 )

speaking girl,replacing a French speaking girl. Louis expected
.

the new girl to speak trench as the other one had done, and it
took almost a day for him to accept that she did not and to address

her in Ge an. There were other incidents, but these two are .

repre entative.
The three subjects in this study all named their languages

by name before the age of 2;6. Mary was requesting t be spoken

to in English or in. Spanish by 1;11. Ronjat was careful no to call

the child's' attention to the abstra tion of language by naming the

languages. His Correction of th child consisted of phrases such
,, i

20.
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as "Speak like Mama.. " - or "Speak like Papa. " _Yet, by 2;4
Louis .knewthat his two languages had names and he was
calling :them by name. Leopold quotes Hildegar)le as asking
him how to say a word in German a 2;5. Assuming that the
point at which the child can identify his languages by name
repredents a point at which he is telling us that he is aware

- of the presence of two languages in his environment, what can

be considered evidence that the child is aware of a bilingual
linguistic environment before this point? ((eeping in mind
that our definition of awareness is that critical point of conscious-
ness necessary for the child to begin formulating two separate
grammart.)

In searching for behavior whichlnit be usedas
evidende that the child has reached that critical point, both
lix'lguistic and sociolinguistigl behavior might be taken into acCount.

_

The problem of which ich, is confounded in the, bilingual
child by the fuzzy line between the two -types of behavior. The
folio ng represent five specific behavior patterns which the

ingual child might exhibit different front" the monolingual

istence of a bilingual lexicon at the one word stage
......

ch, 2) -tran,slation from, one language to' the other,

3) lan e specific illocutionary acts, 4) use of-the language
appropriate tot e speakers of that language in the child's en-
vironrnent, and 5) consistent combination of words from the

me language in the beginning syntactic stage, i. e. lack of
langUage mixing. Of the above types of behavior, only two of



them cankbe considered purely linguistic, the use of a bil gual.
1,4 on and ,1 e a of translation between langdages. Wh Cher
or not th e of la.,guage specific illocutionary,acts is 14 guistic

.,

or sociolingui at the present moment a theory specific
problem. C er ctional theories of grammar would ullace
the illocution ry force o n utterance somewhere in its under-
lying repres ntation. Other theories would place the illocutionary
force'of a sen ce ou side the linguistic realm and into the
sociolinguistic realm. The language in which a chit addresses
another person is a sociolinguistic matter and may e determined
by many things. The mixing or failure to mix langu ges may de-
pend as much qin sociolinguistic features of the child s environ-
ment as on the child's own grammar.

The discussion below considers each of the b havioral'
patterns l'as evidence for awareness of bilingualism, hether any
one is necessary for us to say that the child knows the t two la
age systems exist, and whether any one i's sufficient.

1) The existence of a bilingual lexicon: If e c ild from
the earliest stages of speech has a dual naming syste for objects
in his environment, he certainly exhibits a pattern,of development
different from that of monolingual children. But is this eVidenc
f ilingualism? Certainly in an adult or older child we would

not co eider the ability to name objects in two languages eviden
of bilingualism. The infant, howevpr, has limited performance
ability in any language, so if he exhibits equal or imilar ability
in two he might be said to know two languages. C nservatively
the bilingual child at the one word stage of develo ment can be

22
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given gredit for knowing t---okte ts in his environment have

more than one name if heyhas a dual lexicon. This is not quite
the same as having an awareness of two systems. The re_veise,-,---

fl

however, .would be a more po'sitive proof. If the infant raised
in a%ilingual envfronmeht did not have some kind of dual n

We would be quite4urprised and have to say that he was not
bilingual and had not learned that there were two language sys ems
in his environment.

2) Tansl tion,from one language to the other Transla.:
v.

tion at a ver early ag.e_ would be sbme situation which the

word or some spoken formof one language eVokes from the
child an-equivalent word or a. translation in the other language.
This different from the dual lexicon in that it is'not the object
which prompts childild to speak but rather something more ab-
stract. Leopold, argues that these early translations are not
translations as the adult uses them, but rather the substitution
of a pasSive word in the child's vocabulary for a more active

0

one. LelOcal substitution synonym for synonym does occur in
monolingual children but is probably a later development and is

a part of the child's leiyning to participate in discourse. If

these early translations by bilingual children are not t ansla-
tions but Merely substitutions, then these bi hildren

are at the very least more precocious eir language develop-

merit than monolingual children. It could be argued that because

theke are more synonym5 in his environment the bilingual child
has lexical substitution available at an eArlier stage. A mono-

,

lingual American child with a British nanny might do much the

23
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same thing if on hearing the word "truck" from his mother he
repltd with the word "lorry". It would be necessary to investigate
more closely the child's translations to see if they differed quail
tatively frozri such a possibility in the monolingual child.

/31( Language specific illocutionary acts: Many of the
child's early utterances are identifiable illocutionary acts,
especially that of requesting. The child may have many ways of
performing that act. He may only point and/Or cry. If recogniz-
able speech forms accompany this act, however, these utterances
may be said to have illocutionary force., If the child's illocutionary
acts have language specific utterances- accompanying them, and
especially if these utterances differ qualitatively, then this might
be evidence for the child's awareness of two language systems.
It Might be argued, however, that the child was only repeating in
some way What he heard and that features in different languages
have differing perceptual salience. This is probably true, but
the existence of the possibility of translation in this case and the
child's failure translate argues for. the child's emerging aware-,
ness of two discrete systems and the beginning development of
those two systems.

4) Use of the langdage appropriate to"-speakers of that:
'''''language in the child's environment: If the child consistently

uses the proper language according to speaker it is 'at least
some indication th.it the child may be aware of two systems

and has those Systems associated with certain persons. In some

2 4



sense the c
Person I m

the appropr

lid knowS/that "in order to communicate with this
st use this part of my dual lexicon". Failure to use
ate language does not constitute evidence that the

child is not aware of two systems. The child may know that
ibe

everyone in his environment is bilingual therefore there is no
need to restrict himself to one system in his attempts to cornmuni-

------cate. One ight argue that use of prober language-v.rith. the *
t r

proper person is a matter of using appropriate linguistic register,:
--z

Childreii of e level of development that we are discussing here,
i.e. at the o e and two wo d state of language development, hay
not been fou d to make d* tinctions in language according to so ial
position Oft e person' they are talking to. Older children; 3'

or if do cha ge their register when speaking to younger c ildrerk .s

and animals. Unless our bilingual ghildr en are socially prejzo-MIM

cious, they robably cannot be credited with this ability at the

ones,and two ard stage.
5) L ck of language mixing b.t the beginning syntactic stage;

By the time e forms two word sentences and begins showing evi-

4dence of constructing his grammar, if a child consistently joins
words from e same languages and fails to mix theo, at .

grammars.
stage is note
There can be

k

in the child's
pected to do

must be cons'ciered evidence that he is constructing two
n the.other hand; language Mixing at this early '

///%,

idence for failure to be aware of two laAguages.
ther reasons for language mbang. If the adults
ommunity mix languages, the child, should be ex-

e same. If the child's cresire to communi

outstrips his ompetence in the language . he is using, e may

/ 2 5
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be expected to use lexical items or constructions _that he knows ,

from the-other language to fill in the gaps.
here are individual differences in children.

It

specially pertinen
As was illstraile

in Brown, Caz,den, and Bellugi (1973) Eve used plurals lon
fore Sarandid, ut did not use theni consistent,ly. Wh n Salh

. .

began using p rals she usedthem Correctly..., 'Sarah, it seems,
waited until he had the syatem a little bstteianalyzed. Some
children e to talk and will make every effort to communicate

/
even when they ar *unsure Of9the linguistic system they are

using Others prefer to be sure they have analyzed the/ system
co' rrecay before usinglill There ar(6,, of course,' other rleasons''

p3r
/ language m*

and failure to

ng inchildren, including blips, of the tongue
alyzedorrectlf which fe-atiire goes With which

system, Ev ,if there---ismtr.ing; if the analysis of the child's;
pp

speech sho s language specific differen9es in8dOnstruction, such ,

as different wo,,d orders, in 'qertaiv, types of sentences according

la'n mage being used, 'the childust be credited with an aware-

ness of two systems .and.n attempt:at formulating two separate

g mrnatg,
Given the criteria just discussed, let us now turn to-the

data from the three subjeCts to see what evidence there is for

early awareness of two sOteims and early dev.016prrihst,oRtwo

grammargiin ;CiCi3, Child. After looking at each child; it will

be.possible compa-re their development for' similarities and

differences and to make some generalizations about iarly

language developme.nt.

1"
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' Louis° first\wqrds were from a. nursery language which
Ronjat calls "Ammensprache". These consisted df onomatoPcieiatie
expressions and special forms of words usek.with babies. These
he used almost exclusively between 1;1.and 1;4. At 1.;4 he was

using the word Brot to ask for, bread,'"from his mother and pain,

to asks for bread from his father. At 1;8 he voluntarily,,suppliect
both name% frOM----his dual lexicon, saying while looicing at a bpai

- .on the river, "Schiff, bateau" and while pointing tAiis eyes, "Aiige,
oeil". r m'1;6-1;9 Ronjat notes that the child's .vocabufarY con,=

sisted of nines of objects in the two languages, and a
LList' Jake Words; s!cli as mehr, nOch, nur, sehr, audh,,, in erman and

a similar set in Frenc timfortunt.tely he ddesn't lisrthe
words so so we do not kn6' if trey Were translations or not). There
was also a "cornmon,voca,bulary" which ha Used vvitlybotli parents

-- words like te, iitIsucre) bua (bibdron), papa etc.. During the
period from 1;61;9 lionje.t gives us only one clear case of the child's°

2mixing of the languages r, but states that-any mixing sqf lexical items
was always in the direction of.putting.Gerrnan words, usually narnes
of objects, into'French statements; At 1;8' Louis .is more able to,,
express hinielf in.9erman than in French, and onjat clainis that
the child is'44ware of theinequality of his o sySte s in, himself..

.--'
Two-- early translations (or subs tithitions) occurred-at 42 and

1;31 There was a game they played with the child where he ha:c1 to I
say "bitte" and " nke" in Gprrnn: Ronjat was playin$ with the boy
and telling him Dit papa" and Louis replied 131apa". His father

®. then said, "Dit merci" and Louis replied. "Danke". "Th s,occurred

2

. .. . -.. ,. .. ,. . .
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at 1;2 and Louis was not heard to say "merci" until two months
later. At1;3 a similar circumstance occuirged. Louis was accustomed

to counting a group of brightly colored toys on his little table. He
was known to 'Count them in Frenai and say "un,deu20, He had not
been heard to count them in German. His moth r was playing with

" him and counting "Eins, drei". Louis repli "un, deux".

Whether this is: actual translatian, or substitutio of a..passive'

word for ari active, sword, Louis certainly, had. an ulnderstanding of

the possibility of substi ution far beyond -the experience of mono-

lingual children: More cl r evidence of translation comes at 1;9

he was in the country th his French rela.aves. There he

was translating to his monolingu 1Gernia.n nurse what others of
0the household were saying_ her,- an'clrvis,e versa./ At 2;2 he was

,

carrying, mes,ages back and forth between his French speaking,, ,
b.

gran' dpare41-arild. his Ge,rmg.n speaking/nurse. B'etween 2;8 and 3;6
-

his Frenp_h speech had in it'sorme Gerrhan calques, suoh as
comment grand. for wie gross and coinment loin for Ade welt. Bui'

, ,- this wa.s the exceptibii a.iid. not the rule. *The,data given'so far

f

indicateithat.Louis knew two lexicons, and knew when to use them
t

oj appropriately,. Is there anyevidence that h as a.ware of two

differing; ysterris? This evidence is available in
41,

eg ti.vg fo
.

Between 1,;;6 and 1;9 he regularly formed German infi ''tives with

-ngartd.German plurals such as Soldat-Soldaten, and Mann-Ivia,nnei,

but he was*nelie- r heard to form French plurals with b -er or to...
form French infinitives with -n. Of the possible evidence .

carry awareness of lingualism, the data available for Louis
. .

a

r.

2..8

a
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shows him to exhibit several. Starting at 1;4 he shows ability
to use a deal lexicon and to use the proper .word with the prOper

person. That he was aware 'of a dual lexicon before he, used it

Was .shown by,hiEv early .tr "islations of "merci" and "eins, zwei".

KO exhibited The ability to translate-appropriately at 1;9. His

early sentence.ombihations were with 4onsly minor exceptions,
o

combinations of words fiomthe appropriate languages.. His
developing mor ology was language speCifiti! ...We have onlyt .,, .

one example of an identifiable illocutionary act given5n-t data, ,

that of requesting bread at1.6 months. Although his req est
form in each case was the noun naming the item, he dide the
noun appropriate' to the person whose language he was speaking.
It would seem that. Louis wp.s aware at a very early stage of
use of twalanguazes_in-hisenvirotirnent, and of his ability to

use those two languages is emerging gramMar was .not one
. ,

s ys tem, but two separate systems. -Just how,,early is early when

it comes to awareness of language, ; will didcuss
Hildegazcle iS'more difficult to fit into our pattern pi: -

cisely beause'Leopold stated sal many times that Hilth..rde
s Malr attempted to ' keridierit t split

presentaticTri". Leqpold 8 s theoreti model, owever, and his

basic aseemptions were different fro ose at we are using.

For example he- stateTS (Vol. p. 2 04

From the literature on child-language I had
expeCted a stage of mechanical sound-imitation,
with induction of the meaninigs for the words thus
aequired. Undoubtedly this stage plays a role
with other children, although it is agreed that the

29



understanding of words and sentence's-.generally
comes much earlier than speaking. In Hildegarde's
case, the phase of mechanical imitation was -corn-

44,pletely lacking;'ornea.nings were always developed
before sound- forms. The impulse for any kind of
imitation wag strikingly weak in this child: At
later stage too, she avoided saying a word be-
fore she understood ist.

OmP

Again on page 25 of the same volume-he asserts: "Her sp'eakuig
progress was hampered by, the lack of an impulse for imitation.,"

I would like to as urne the possibility that Leopold's
sumptions about Hildegarde bilingualiiin may have been similar

to is assumptions about the role of imitation in the language acquisi-

lt )4" don process ... <a theory specifi expectation.4 Let us examine her

u

s-0tr
r.

7. "^N,. , earl s peechRdevel p exit in the light of our model and the possible
clues towh'it alight be evidence that the child is aware of two

languag yst e.'44a130'7a.t1Pmpting to form two grammars.

\e firit question Hildegarde, like Lotliq; had
ari.earil? /hi ingual lexicon. Leo oi& age that she did. Her
lexicon at 1"; \ includes dual items -such t1 e folidvii4

11.,

a
e

yes
nass all wet
Schnee snow
nein no
rnehr more
alle all
Auge eye ri
Ei, egg
heiss hot

30
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Additionally, there is a larger categor of words tha are
similar in German and in English. L opold. could not dec'de,
on the badiS of Hildegarde's pronunc, ation whether to call

these English or German,. so he 76.11s them English-German.

These include such words as,i:ook, milk, mama, papa, apple,
bed, etc.

1
she also had many words in English which were not'a

part of her German lexicon, and a few words in German w ith
r- -

she did not know in English, or at least, Leopold never heard
her use them. in English.

Leopold cites the following. instances of translation from
one language to,,the other. At 1;6 Hildegarde's Mother had been

_telling her "no, ne and, then she asked her rhetorically
"Don't you. know what °no, no' means? " 'Hildegarde--answered, A.

"nein, nein". Ai 10;0 Hirdegarde's'moth'er remarked to her father
1 ...

. 0while, they were driving, "Ldok at the cars." Hildegarde, wi hout
looking, replied, "Auto", with German pronunciation. At 1;8 upon-

,
being told "Licht aus" the replied "Light out".,, At 1`;9 on being

told to sar"no ore" she said "no mehr"., and at 1;11 on being told
6

.

'' at bedtime, "A ,,kleinen. Kinder sind jezt im Bett" she replied,
"All babie II. These Leopold calls not translations, 'but re-

,
A ..-
placerizeleaf a passively familiar forrriby the actively current
one, Given our definition of a translation, however, we may tett-
atively assign them to "that category.

It is in the area of syntax and appropriate language usage

%, that Hildegarde differs most froth Louis and, as we shall see

31(
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later, from Mary. \ L opold claims that Hildegarde mixed German
words and English words "indiscriminately" in her sentences.
An examination of her sentences as reported by Leopold in thet
third volume of his book shows that there may have been some-
thing less than indiscriminatemixing. Remembering that her
father only noted the sentences which hp actually"heard, it is note-
worthy that beyond a few pivot type co structions, most of her
sentences at the two words stage wer in English. 1She_had some
pivot-type constructions using the Gelcman "mehr" and both "all"

and sometimes "alle". With both "n4ehr" and "allsrhei---seconcl word

was either German or,Estglish, although he notes that she uses

"more" also. The German "alle" May have had a different functiccii,

for it appeared in second position rather than in first. Her early
sentences consisted of sentences dike "a,11 nass", "all gone", "all
dry", but "Bath alle" (BathIall gone), bath being one of the words
common to both languages andindeterminate as .to which language it

belonged at that stage. Her English sentences were more varied
and showed a wider range of vocabulary. Her German sentences
were.also represented by other than these _pivot-type sentences.
(See Appendix B) Bitte was her standard request form in both
languages. At 21 months she learned please and used it occasion-
ally, but preferred at least with her parents, the more common,

and pf. 'laps more versatile bitte.
Hildegarde was also very late to learn that she should\)

speak German to her father end English to her mother. But un-
like Louis, Hildegarde lead no reason to Speak only German or,
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only English at home. Although her father spoke German to her,
Hi ldegarde's mother spoke English,,to him. Although Hildegardeis

mother spoke mostly English with her 'at home, while thek were
in Germany the child had heardher mother speaking German almost
costantly. Leopold also notes that Hildegarderitiother-oftext,picked
up quaint expression's of Hildegarde's and used them With her. If
these expressions were English, German, or mixtures of the two,
they were again used in her environment after she had said them.
Thus, Hildegarde heard language mixing by those around her arid

she also knew that both her father and her mother understood her
if she used both languages in any way she chose. It may be also
that Leopold's "indiscriminate mixing" was used with him as a

different kind of language and not with those that Hildetildeltnew
spoke only English. During stays with her relatives, Leopold notes
that the child did not hear German for periods of one or two, weeks

ca

at a time. It would surprise me to learn that her speech with her

relatives was an "indiscriminate mixture''.
A part of Hildegarde's early speech experience was a stay

for three months in Germany just as._,Ethe was beginning to talk.

Leopold gives us a careful record,of several things that happened

then. During that visit, Hildegarde was exposed only to German.

Prior to St me, she had un erst d both languages equally well

and r spontie similarly to similar''comrnands and games. At.the

begi ing of the visit, Leopold notes the following inci ent: At

home Hildeghrde used a clicking sound and turned her head to call
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the sgtiiirrels and on the command "Call the squirrels". .she had
also used this sound with some canaries that she had at home.
In Germany, on the command "Ruf den Vogel." She reacted in

the same way, turning .her head towardsa bird that was present

and-making her clicking noise. This Surprised, Leopold very
much because the sentence had not been practised. For awhile
in Germany, she also understood her old farriiliar. English commands,

but towards the end of her"visit, she seeme to haveforgotten the
English, and her speech in German h d becOme rogressively more

a
.advanced. On returning to the United States, ildegarde had to

relparn English, a. process which Leopold says took several months.

FOr awhile after their return, FlildegardOs mother continued toft

use German with her hedause, she did not undettind English.
---- ,Obviously, when she went to Germany, s e was aware of synonyms

and reacted appropriately in both languages. She was somehi
r&assoc\ating differe t systems with the same reipdnse, as no

by her spontaneous reaftion to, "Rufden Vogel. " Moreover,

seems that during her Stay in Germany she.-ceased being bill

b.nd became monolingual German speaking. 1--1-e7?-1-earning of, o ,
,English when she returned was similar to that' of a second la

4-

age learning experience. There is A ques4on as to when we

might call a' langetue,lefaaming experience in children-of that age

a second languade learnineexperience, but what seemed to

characterize it was a period of two or three months in which she

spoke almost no English at all, and then 'began s peaking English

again. It onjat spoke of Louis's first thieb,week visit with his

French relatives as an "incubation period" because, he did not

come back speaking more French, but rather hesitating to say
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new French words. It yas after the second visit a few weeks
.0=

later that Louis was called a "balanced bilingual ",.,..--A,-

So we, have Hildegarde with early bilingual recognition of
.synonyms, also early pro*tion of synonyms, although this came

a little later than with Louis, and early translation. Her syntax
may not have been the tone system° that Leopold claims that it

, .

was, although with him there were certainly-sentences which were

Mixed, and her failure to use exclusively German or English with
., .9

either 'hey mother or her father may have been due to other factors

than just 'the fadt that she did not realize that there were two langu-

ages.
., 1

ages. Certainly one would expect :hat if she had to relearn English,

there was some idea in her head that "somethin funny was4toing

on" in the speech cdrzmiunit around her, Leo old. mentions that

during this early period she was "preparing for active bilingualism".
Perhaps we are quibbling about definitions,' and this early "prepara-

tion" as what I am calling early "awareness of two systems. " Thus

Hildegar e,,:aithough her language experie,nce was different from

that of Louis shows same similarity in biiingual development.
e.

Mary, like Louis took her first Words from a common

vocabulary that we all used with er:. Everi Gloria at first used cer-
,,40

tain words with her from E,glish,,,f4ep, before Marys first
birthday I haje the following, wor s er vocabulary;

. dogi
d'ae dim
'khuk11i
bebi

doggie
.daddy
Cookie
baby

h h ,
k ik ae kitty cat_
baba = bottle -------

babi = mommy
bu = , ° boo
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Evidence that she was developing a d a.l lexicon even then is

shown by my entry on that same day that she began using a

word for "perro" in Spanish, as well as an attempted version of
II gato".

At 1;3 I have the following sample lexicon listed fer Mary:

English Spanish

shoe zapato
doggie perro

//there! ya! 5
oh! oy!
kitty cat gato

At the same time every word did not have acounterpart in the
other language. For example, she used "Mira" in Spanish but

v.
not "look" in English.. She used "bite" in English, but no trans
lated equivalent in Spanish. At thattime, there wasstill an un-
differentiated-set of words including names* of members of the

family, "no", and ''baby". Before 1;6 she was calling Mommy

and Daddy "mama" and "papa" when she was speaking Spanish

And differentiating the pronunciation of her siSterrs names in

the two la.nguag es

.The early translation that I have for her occurred at
1;1 in the following mAnner: She was on her changing table and

I said to her "Mary, ddn't fall. " She responded in Spanish.,
"Cae. " translating the English to the Spanish. She'also seemed
to be making a conscious effort to sort out which words were a

part of each system, and.to play games involving the two systems.

The following r epr es entsos. soikoof game that sl-fe liked to play,

with words at about the age of 1;4: ,
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Mary: ? Que sone? 6 (pointing to item)
Me: Es toalla.
Mary: What's that? (pointing to same item)
Me: That's a towel,
Mary: ? Qu.e sone?
Mc: That's a towel.
Mary: ? Que sone? (insisting, with added emphasis)
Me: Es Walla..
Mary: ? Whatis that? (now satisfied and continuing th

game).
etc.

Mary also differentiated according to the people inter
environment. In order to tape her in Spanish consistently, 1

had to have Gloria play with her alone. In that manlier,' I acquired
tapes of her in a monolingual Spanish speaking situation. In those
tapes, her language is Spanish. , In other tapes, we use both
ages and so does she. She never spoke Spanish to her gcandparents,
even though they tried to persuade her and asked her simple questions
in Spanish, of which they speak only a few words with a very strong

American accent. She refused to answer themiWhen they asked her
questions in ppanish.

With me her first language used was usually English,
although at times she would spontaneouily ad ess me in Spanish.
When I wap speaking Spanish with he however; she replied in

*Spanish. A sample bilingual conversation a O.:bout 1;4 went as

*kr

Mel Mari, quieres leche,?
. Mary: Si.

MQ Do you want some milk?
Mary: Yes.

0
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On Mary I have more complete data on her early

illocutionary:acts. The act of requesting was usually accompanied

by a gesture extending her hand towards the item that she wanted
or to the place where_ that item was usually kept. Her request
terms were not simply Cranslations of each other, but in some
cases were language specific. At 1;2 she was using, seven different
request forms, -not including those in which she named the item
that she was requesting..? These forms are listed below:

1) To request a drink when someone was drinking
First applied to milk, then to any drink.
English: More
Spanish: Ms

2) To request a. sample of what a person was eating:

English: Bite
Spanish: Quiero (there wa s no inflectional ending on

this word)

3) G enerp.1 request to be given an article, whether visible
or not -= i.e. the item may be located in a specific place
aid she is pointing to that location -- to the refrigerator
for milk, for example.
English,: Here

Thank irou
°' Spanish: Quiero,

Dame

Of more than passing interest here is the fact that tWo of her re.
quest forms in Spanish were from a verb form of the adult langu-
age, while her request forms in English are always nouns or words

with other syntactic functions band not verbs. In terms of specific

languages, thiis-ays that the Spanish verb is more salient than

English and reflects the fact that the verb "querer" in Spanish

needs neither a subject nor Object to be expressed with it, although
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"want" in English must have an. object :ex

speech the subjec and auxiliary are often dropped) For e ample,
'to ask a person if he would like something in English, tie foll w-

.
ing are possible q estions:

(Do you) want some?
(Do you) want some milk?
(Do you) want a bite?

with aires and ris g pitch on the rightmost element in the sentence.
le word "? Quieres? " is a complete sentenceIn Spanish, the

and could be used r all of the questions above, Englzi h also

the request made to her to give up something that s Cie ad was

,preceded by: the del tic "4ere" and the form "Here give'it to me"

was what she heard, with "hare" receiving t stress. In Spanish,/ cr

the sen ence "Dame Was used alone_iri Out the deictic element

befor it. In each l nguage it was the perceptually salient part
of the utterance that was used in the illocutionary act. 7

lather early yntactic development, she consistently joined
words of the;:same la guage. Her deictid function word in Spanish

',.

was i'Miria-KrViich se as a syntactic operator and was joined

'thi,kther.w4rds, al . always Spaliish. In English., "she.used
., zi=:,t,'t's

P;'

the" in a si 'liar type construction. On a tape made at
,-, r 15 moths, in both bil gual and monolingual situations there is

',1-
------,,,

' . only cin, sentence out \a 23- two and three word utterances that
..,.

is mixed, and that oc' urred in a bilingual situation, where we were
. interchangeably using "bunny rabbit" and "conejito" and trying to

get her`to say "conejit ". She said, rather,,. "Mira bunny rabbit. "

There is no mixing in ither monolingual situation. For a sample

Of sentences frorri that tape, see Appendix C. -Reviewing the early
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- of the three children, we see that both Lott s'and
Mary xhibited all'five kinds of language behavior given as possi.:'
ble evidence of early awareness of the existence of two anguage
systems in the environment. No one of these in its-elf p ()Vied suf-

.
ficient to say that the.child was awake, but the existence, of all
five adds support.,to the hypothesis that the bilingual child may

be- aware of the two languages in the pre-speech period. By the -

time the child is using two word ,sentences and forming these
sentences in two languages in ways which are not translitera;
Lions of each other,_ then it is possible to say that the child hajs

two grammars which he is developing and,not,'One. It is probablyd

inevitable that the child in the course of the construction his

two grammars will make mistakes and transfer to one language

rules. of syntax that have proved successful in'the other. The

monolingual child, however, also-makes mistakes in the course

of developilig one grammar.
What about Hildegarde?. Why was she an exception? She

did have.a dual lexicon, and she did translate. She did combine

words in sentences in language sPecific Ways, as well as mix

them, But her experience was differgisit from that-of the other

4.

two children.. Exceptilor three months wheri..she was in Germany,

there-was no ofie in her immediate environm.e.R.t with whom she

had to communicate in either languge. Both parents were bi-
-,

lingual. By the age of 2;5 she was asking her father apecifically

how to say words in German, even though she was still mining

words ixi sentences and not consistently addressing, him in German. -

So, even when we know that she was aware of two languages, she

didnot exhibit all forms, of -behavior that we have listed above-as

4Q



evidence of awareness of the two systems. Can we still ear;
then;' that she .was conscious of the two languages at the pre-

speech taeriad?'.Frorn Leopold we have well documented evidence
4 a

that before she began dpea-king she was responding to both langu

ages, and that she understood them. ut at the age of one year

she became a monolingual Gerinan-speaking Hilde de's

need for time to relearn t nglish at the age, Of 14,2 is perhaps our

strongest evidence that these Children were aware cif twor langu

ages before they began'speaking. Children do na learn words and
,-

sen ence! from casual contact with the language. Their first words

are usuall those.which have' been repeated.tO them time and time

again. From ll'of the wo,rds andisentences which are said to them,
children must pick out syntactic and semantic features of these

sentences which will enable them to communicate. And they respond.v

°to these features 'before they use them. °Small children learning a

second language in a natural situation have been known to go for

some time without speaking before they begin to use that second

language, They hay e to listen and assimilate features of the new

language first. Infants have been shown to perceive suprasegmental ,

features of language before they begin to speak. At a very early

they are able to distinguish speech sounds from non-speech
. ,

sounds1 , Given this ability and given e4-uivalent development of two
.-

language systems in at leadt two of the subjects, I claim that it is
e F.

at least possi le for infants to perceive two discrete language sys-

terns iri_the_pr -4pee_ch. period,_In view of the tirrie la.g necessary

between compre

that they do.

nsion and prciduction in child s peech, it is probable

.

a
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We Have claifried that the children in this-study may

be said to have two 'native languages'', In order to support
that claim in light of later ilevelopment-ofach child it is again
necessary to define terms and set limits. The term 'native
language' is clear and unambiguous when used with the person

-,;raised/in a monolingual enironment. For the person raised
in a bilingual'environment, however, Aless we accept the
notion that .a person may have more tha\n, one native language,

we are left with only some artifi!ial manner of determining which'

of the two is a native language. One possible solution is to say
that if a 'child has a dominant -language and a subordinate
language, ,his dominant larigudge is his 'native language'.

i -Immediately we run into deveral°0iffidulties with this definition.
As we h.ye seen with Louis, dominance patterns' in childhood

may shift drastically, if one is able to define dominance in an

adequate way. In an adult, it is often easy° to declare a dominant-
,.

subordinate relation 'between. the languates that the adult speaks.
This relationship may come about in several, ways: The clearest

case is tat in which a first language has been learned *ell and

a second language learned imperfectly, with the first language

being the language which is used the majority of the' tine: On
the other hand, a persan"may have learned a-first language well,
but through lack of uso,o-ver a period of years, become dominant

in a second. In/this case the 'native language' and the 'dominant
languagV are not the same: In the case of a nearly balanced
bilingual, "the adult's domiriant language may simply be the language
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in w h he has had his most recent language experience. The

infinite va i.tty of types of adult bilinguals has been discussed

by Mackey (1968) and others. If it is diffidult to associate native
lai4age with' dogiainant language, in the case of adults', it is

even more difficult in the case of the, bilingual child. The langu-

.tom

age' acquisitip proces,kof the child,is not a synchronic problem,
but a diachronic one. (The same may be aid fbr adtilts, but
it is easier in the case of adults to, put a tim -lock on his langu-
age .competency and declare a ceirtain, type speech`representa-

tive of that Eompetecy, with confid ce that although change may

occur, it will not usually be drastic change in a short period of
time.) At what point in the language develo ent of the child do

We...put a time-lock on his speech and det rmine for any period

of time his language competency? Certainl for the sake of
discussing emerging grammars,' we ado tha at a certain point,

but doom found that even in so doing, ce in facets of the child's
o

speech represented syntactic patterns w ich were- emerging,' latt

which could not be called a systematic pa t of the child's grammar.
If Hildegarde had been given a language do nance,test immediately

after her return from Germany, she would h ve be n declared

German dominant. Yet, after only a few, days back in the English

sp aking environment, her German Was receding and again she was

bec ming English dominant. If the child's linguistic experience
has been qualitatively different in each language, his 4ominant

.. .

language may differ with the subject under discussion. 'In the case

of bilingual children, even the term 'dominap.ceLis in need of
.,

/



definition. Is it the child's "most developed" language?
According to what criteri , lexical, syntactic, or phonological?

Is it the ladigua z hick, he expresses himself most easily?

This may vary pending on the subject under discussion. ,Fer-
haps we may't 110 the chiles dominant language the one in which

his thoug rocess are occurring, as evidenCed by his egocentric

speech.. It is probably true, as in the case of Louis and of Mary,
that the egocentric speech of the bilingual child will vary accord-

,
ing to what listeners are present in his environment to hear him.

All of the above questions would simply be matters of
definition and playing with terms at an abstract level, except

for the fact that in bilingual programs in the -United States today,

children are be g assigned to different language tracks on the
basis of their 'native language', 'dominant language' -or 'mother

tongue', terms which are p ly defined and in the case of tru4y

bilingual children, ina plicable. 8 While observing in one, bilingual

classroom at the second grade level,' where the children,,were
separated for half of the school day accord'
I'noticed that, although the teacher was
Spanish and the children were interac

o dominant language,

nducting the class in
ng with her in Spanish,

several of them were making their "asi
what was happening, ixf E

time was that if these chit

s", or co
lish. My pers
en whose egoce

ervation at t
ric speech was in

English (perhaps for my benefit) were in the Spanish language
4

classroom because of a goalto produce bilinguals who are edu-
a

cated in both their languages, they were well placed.. If, however,
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they were placed in the Spanish langUage track through some

notion that the child shout be taught in his dominant language
first because of possibility of, arm to his conceptualizatidn
processes, then/these children ere misplaced. But at any
rate,it.probably would not matter ith these particular children
one way'or the other, because they w uld probably benefit-from

instruction in both languages and trans
between languages quite well.

In support of the idea that bilingual children may have

f concepts and experiences

two native langUages, even though they, may be

or the other at any point in the process' of their
let us look at the data rom Mary at 3;3.

A videotap was made of Mary with a speak r that she

oMinant in pne

evelopmen.t,

believed to be mono`hingual Spanish speaking. The i terview was

an unstructured play session with toys that Mary bro ht frohi
home. These included a Weebles airport and people a d a Fisher-

.

price doll house and woodeni,characters that go in it. T' e char-
'aqters represented animals, children, and adults. Ther were
also books and a child's set of tables and chairs. The vide

was made for two purposes, to get data..from Mary and to in
vestigate the use of videotape as opposed to audiotape for the
gathering of data from bilingual children. Since only one hour
of tape was available, the session was conducted in Spanish be-
cause I knew that in speaking English, which is thelanguage most

often used in her environment, she never mixes elements from
Spanish. What was being investigated was her ability to use Spanish

tape

and her willingness to use Spanish, as well as any regulari its in
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interference patterns from English to Spanish. In other words,
can we say that Mary is a bilingual child who speaks Spanish and

English?

From a preliminary analysis there are several facts
about the tape which are very interesting. Of 202 utter nces
which can be understood on that taper 152 of them are in (panish,
37 of them are in English, and only 13 represent some k' d of
language mixing or what might be called tinterferencI Two of
these represent what is actually a speech variety e Span sh

that we use at home. (Ven aca, O. ? - w 0.K. is use)
a tag question in Spanish) Five senten s represent some son of
phonological interference, ea g., the u e of "refrigerator" with
phonetic adaptation, rather than the anish "refrigeradorl,rwhi4h
she also knows', and curiously, the alternating use of English
'Spanish pronunciations of "top", "tapa" -- using the English
phonetics in the 'Spanish sentence arid the Spanish phonetics in the

English sentence. Five. of the sentences represent lexical substi--
tution of the English word where there is a gap in her Spanish lexi-
con', e.g. , "fly" and "4eer"; The word "under" which she Used
in Englishbecause she does it know it in Spanish caused a switch
in the rest of the sentence to English, giving the, sentence "It- el
libros under the table. Only one 'sentence might be identified as

a slip of the tongue when she was angry and, said to the interviewer /
"Se already comi.6". Of the English sentences, 22 of them were /

kheard in the first half hour, and they diminished in number and
frequency after that. Of the total, 1? utterances represent her
conversations to and for her dolls and animals. These were ostly

in English in the beginning, but at the end of the hour, these figures
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were "speaking Spanish. " Nine of the English utterances were
to herself, or to nobody in particular, representing some sort
of egocentric speech. At the end of the hour, these also had de-
creased, and at one point she staited a sentence in which she
was giving herself directions in English, "I'm just gonna..."
looked at the interviewer, sighed, and cont need her play with-
out speech. In the entire session, only two utterances, in English
were actually addressed to' the, interviewer.

The preponderance of her speech then in the monolingual
Spanish situation was in Spanish, with thee percentige increasing

with increasing immersion in thatanguage. It is important to
ask about those utterances if they represent simply a translitera-
tion of English sentences, or if they repreSent a language systemat-
ically different from English as Spanish isrsystematically different
from English. 'In other words, does she use one syntax or two?

Is her Spanish really Spanish,d or is it a Spanish lexicon imtosed
upon English syntax? The most glaring deviations from an adult
Spanish grammar is in the area of inflections. Sometimes she
uses the correct inflectional ending on the verb and sometimes not.
Sometimes her article and noun agree, and sometimes not. In

other words, this is a pictdre of a system emerging, but not yet
learned in its entirety. This pattern was noted among Spanish

speaking children in New Mexico also. (Brisk, 1974) Otherwise,

her Spanish was systematically different from English. In English;

subject pronouns are obligatory, in Spanish, they are almost freely

deletable. The only ones of Mary's sentences in Spanish to show a

subject pronoun were those where it was correctly placed for emphasis
with appropriate stress patterns accompanying it. A comm.on topical.;

, 4

X 7
?to I
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ization process in Spanish is accomplished by movement of the'
direct object to the, front of the sentence. This was correctly

:It
0 .-- ....done in the sentence, "Y el mono, d donde esta?" the sameri

session, topicalization was accomplishedin Engl h-- shifting

stress and intonation patterns as she said, "Wh e is e bananas ?"

The majority of her full sentences were nstr ctions w h a
main verb plus an infinitive. Four main verb construed° s were
represented, querer +: infinitive = want to; it a + infinitive, =
going to; poder +(infinitive.= can, be able to; and tener que +

infinitive = have to. All of these have counterparts in English,,

but in English; the conjoining particle is always the particle "to"

In Spanish, some verbs 1equire no conjoining particle, others
require a specific particle, which is not the equivalent of the
particle in English. MaryDs language reflects the Spanish system
in a different system, with the correct use of donjoining particle.
The Reflexive pronoun system in Spanish performs a variety of
functions which are performed in English by the particle system.
For example, where English uses a particle to express the change
of state or inchoative notions of "sit down, stand up, go away
etc.". Spanish will use a reflexive construction. Marys Spanis
showed an understanding and ability to use the Spanish reflexive
system in these flinctions in such sentences as "Yo me voy a dormir
con el chango", "El anion se va" and "Quedese en la cama": Her,
one past tense was correctly formed, here proVably a prdcurser

of a system emerging-. This showed up in 'the sentences, "Ya
" ancl","Se already comio. " The two copulir verbs in

Spanish were used correctly, as in the sentences "No es la anana."
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. .
and "No esta erbebito." All of the above evidence points to the

A

fact that Mary is indeed constructing a Spanish grammar ailtd-is

not simply laying lexical items from orelanguage on top of the
syntax of the other. It also reflects the fact thatthis anguage
is being learned in a natural way in much the same wt that a
monolingual child learns his language.

Studies of child speech in Puerto Rico (Gill Gaya- 1972)
show Spanish speaking lour year olds to have somelof the same

gaps in their system in Spanish that-Mary exhibits. Certain
tense inflections and wide use of dei,priptive adjectives and certain
prepositions seem to be properties f the language of the older

phild between six and seven years of age, and not often of the-
child who is four or under. Except for the fact that the Puerto
Rican children are more consistent in their use of article and

. noun agreement, Mary's Sulanish doas not deviate greatly in com-
plexity from; that of the four,year old monolingual Spanish speakers.
The speech of the New Mexican children is even more like that of

Mary's. They are unsure of the article +Noun agreement patterns,
they occasionally misuse eslttr in exactly the same way as Mary-7---r-
(e.g. she frequently uses "Yo; estoy la 111.111d. " instead of the cor7

rect "Yo soy la mama." of standard adull Spanish), They frequently,
used the logical subject as'the actual subject in such impersonal
constructions as "yo gusty" instead of "me gusto.. " One of Mary's

sentences from the videotape was4"Yo no^gusta. "

Mary's Spanish, themis definitely Spanish. There is a
discrepancy, however, between her Spanish and her English, partly
because her linguistic experience in English has been so much

(i
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greater than in Spanish, Her Spanish language experience has
been for the most part in the home with occasional, trips to the
store and other places in the local area where people speak Spanish,
In English, however, she has flown to Alabama, she has watched
television, she has visited the zoo, she has read more books than
in Spanish, etc.

In spite of the fact. that Mary has a broader lexical base
in English than in Spanish, we\ must conclude, I believe, that
she is also a native speakergbf Spanish. She has spoken Spanish
since she began speaking, and her.Spaniih at the age of 3;3 is
equivalent to that of other bilingual Sp niSh speaking children as
well as many monolingual Spanish speaking children. Additionally
Mary.acquires new lexical items in Spanish in a natural way. In

one incident on the videotape, S the interviewer used with her the ex-
pression, "no se arranca", a new term to Mary. A few minutes
later, Mary herself in appropriate circtu`nstances used the same
word. In English, her 'grandmother tolci her one day, "Don't

bother me. I'm trying to concentrate. Mary was heard to tell

her older sister a few minutes later, using the woriappropriately,

"I'm concentrating."

Conclusion and Further Questions
In summary, we have shown that children raised in a

bilingual environment do exhibit behavior which leads us to be-
lieve that they may be aware at the pre-speech period of the use

of two langua s in their linguistic environment, and that they
are capable of c nstructing from the beginning two grammars and
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not one. We, have also discussed the notion that language dominance

in bilingual children is not a simple one and may not even be
applicable in the same way that it is used with bilingual adults'.
In the study of one bilingual child who might be considers

nant in one language, we have shown that 'she, indeed doe l3ave two

separate grammars, one, for each language, and that her syntactic
developrrlent in her lesser used language is not in great degree de..

viant-from that of monolingual speakers of that language and other
bilingual speakers of her two languages. We must consider that

it"children raised in a bilingual environment have two native langu-

ages %and not ()O..' .realize of course that this conclusion could
be carried 4to the extreme, but any treatment of bilingualism
rhately ends up with the same problem. There is a pdint at which
these conclusions do not apply, 'because of ont or another circurn.

stance. That point, however, is very hard to determine. In this
case as in any other discussion of bilingualism, that point will have

to remain vague and indeterminate. There are bilingual children

who we can definitely* categorize with the children discussed here.

There are those we can definitely exclude from that category.
Somewhere in between there is a group where it is not easy to de..

termine what is the case.
Many questions about bilingual language acquisition can be

raised. What are the effects of differing linguistic environments
on the competence of the bilingual child? How does transfer be.,

tween languages, either negative or positive, work in the bilingual

child? To what extent can we predict language mixings in the child

and what are the constraints on that mixing. Is there directionality
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in language mixing that is ,dependent on the linguistic systems
involved and not on which language happens to predominate in the

environment ? Granted that the child,all else being equal, has the
ability to learn two language systems at once, what are the con-
straints, if any, on the child's ability, and what help does he bring
with him that would'enable him td construct two grammars? To
what extent is the performance of the child in a bilingual language

setting a reflection of his competence in the use of two language
systems? How does the bilingual child do it?

4
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1. In this pager the term bi ingualism has been used to refer to
the use o'eolily two langu ges. -It is possible that. discussion
Here could also be applie to the acquisition and use of three
or more languages.

2. This i% the sentence "auchl vache". Ronjat cites this sentence as
a rare instance in wl-fich a French word is placed within a
German sentence. Most o Louis* language mixing was
the other way around, i. e. German words were used with
French syntactic operators,'

. Sett is one of those Words which Leopold had difficulty assign-
ing to one language or, the other. Here it could as easily be

. English as German.

4. This word rater was differentiated when she started putting
glides on the'English vowels and for awhile she had a word
with an exaggerated glide, e.g., beibiY as opposed to bebi.

,5. There and La were both used to indicate that a task was complet-
ed, depending on the language that she was using at the time.

6. ? Que sone? was her form for "Que es? ", probably from the
question put to her, "Que son estos? ".

7. Later when she was using longer sentences she developed an
idiosyncratic request form of asking and answering the question
"Do you wnat some milk? Yes." Still later, when she was form-
ing correct requests such as "I want some milk" and "please
may I have some milk? " she had an urgent request form, again
formulating the request and also the an'swe'r that she expected,
such as "Please may I have some milk? Yes, ma'am.",

8. In a discussion with a kindergarten teacher in a bilingual pro-
, gram, I asked what she did with children who entered the school

as balanced bilinguals. This teacher had asked thousame question
to one of the directors of the program and received tithe reply,
"Put him in the track of the language that his mother. speaks."
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APPENDIX B

.104c4

7,

. Samples of Hildegarde's sentence from 147.- 1;11

Engli6h

poor mama '
poor papa
naughty rockaby
pretty dress
pretty coat

by-by.
thi bottle
go away
wakk in
Push in
throw away
cover-up
lie down
watch mama
dress me
this on
my stocking
I do
this mine
this chirch
mama ne hat
all piece broke
I see you
door open
all through
all gone

baby

G erman

armer wauwau
armer Mann \
nein, nein, mama
hase .bett
wisch ab
Schuheaus?
mein Bal.
Dada wasc t
Frau rnm rn (eats)
Fritzch-e-h steht
Mama baden
Mama kuss
Papa4patsch
Mary Alice's wehweh alle
Da i.st es
Dicken Bauch waschen
Mama shh mehr
Mama me.hr shh
Papa mehr baden

MiNed or indeter-
minate
Bitte, please
Do'iivh;
Bitte up
Bitte dress
Buch ( book ) away

auf
water auf
all 'nass
big bauen
light :aus
this zu'
door zu
bath (or Bad) alle
Don't spell, miau
I sPeil Nackedie
Papa make Bau
Mehr light
Nay rnehr

.1Pivot type words in which mixes lexical items more often

German

Bitte
Mehr
alle
zu
a,uf
aus

English

all
big

. *
J

a.



=Mary's sentences from first tape, age -l5 months:

1

English Spanish Mixed

there's the doggie
1.1 " flower
I t bunnyI I

I I I I baby
open

Thid is the baby

My bacia"e
,kere, mama
That Mommy
Hi( baby

Daday

Ts that Abbie?

4,

Alh es

Dame vino

ay, bonito

Mira bebi
11 .zapato

Bebi zapato
vestido

Quiero ajaro
Mas -jugo -

no mAs jugo

Abbie

581
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Mira bunny rabbit



APPENDIX D.

Mary' Spanish, at 39 months:

Sentenced' where mixing occurred (13 out of 202 utterances) ___----"

Mixing in standard usage in the home; ex

V en aca, O. K. ?
Yo quiero pacer dot.

.Phonological alterations .

Mira en el refrigerator. I, 0

,

el top (two times)
,

Give rnya tapa, tapa (two times)
0

Lexical substitution
Y el libr s under the table ..

. -..,Quien va deijil.. ? (two times)
Ellos van a steer (two times)
Si, stickers,

UneNplained

SP already comic.

Sal-nples of grammatical Spanish

Tti va a dormir alla
Es mi purr mi canna
No es la maicana .

Esta es mi cama
y el bebito va a dormir
No,Aest el bebito
Notiene hambre.
? Tierieg hambre?
Ya comio
Se puede corner banana
Todos a dormir
Quiere dormir con `el oso
El avion se va
Yoviiero dormir aqui
Dejalo
Yo voy a dormir aqui
1D6nde estami nifato?
No puedo
Me voy a spntar aqui

sentences ;

59

Porque tienen que door ir.
Es noche todavia,

Ella grita mama, M ma . .

Si, se arranca.
Yo me'voy a dormir con el

chango.
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